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“A man who conquers himself 
is greater than one who conquers

a thousand men in battle.”
BUDDHA
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This programme is all about heart. Getting to the heart of who you are, putting your heart 
into your business. Coaching with heart, and eventually, sharing your heart with the world. 

It empowers individuals to get into alignment with themselves. What they stand for, a vision  
of where they want to go, and a plan to get there. From a coaching perspective this programme 
is about taking your coaching to an entirely different level of depth and mastery by expanding 
the realm of awareness into being human and the complexities that go along with that. 
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At the heart of the STAR Methodology TLC, it’s about getting REAL. 
Breaking free from the self-monitoring cocoon so many people 
experience every day in order to fit in and belong, and connecting  
to a purpose that deeply inspires and aligns you. We do this by 
embarking on a process that helps raise one’s level of spiritual (SQ), 
emotional (EQ), adversity (AQ), creativity (CQ), physical (PQ) and 
heart quotient (LQ). 

Transcendence is about rising above the self and relating to that which 
is greater than the self. It involves individuals conceiving themselves as 
an integral part of the universe as a whole. It is about moving beyond 
the ego, it is about seeing the world from a universal perspective.

‘Transcendence’ refers to the very highest and most inclusive or holistic 
levels of human consciousness, behaving and relating to oneself, to 
significant others, to human beings in general, to nature, and to the cosmos”  
(Maslow, 1971, p. 269)

At the heart of this model, the intention is to connect each one of us 
to who we really are such that we can create Responsible, Empathic, 
Authentic Leaders of Change (REAL).

STAR 
METHODOLOGY

THE TRANSCENDENT 
LEADERSHIP COMPASS

SANCTUARY  
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DEVELOPING YOUR COMPETENCIES AS A COACH,
AND TO LEAVE YOU WITH A SENSE OF SELF-MASTERY

The STAR Advanced Coach Training Programme aims to:

• Empower coaches to embed all the core competencies of the 
ICF into their life 

• Empower coaches to coach at an MCC level enabling them  
to apply for this credential (if they need the full requirements) 

• Enable every participant to have created profound shifts in their 
life and their relationship with themselves, and to be able  
to consistently come from a place of unconditional acceptance  
of what is, unconditional positive regard and genuineness. 

WHAT THIS
PROGRAMME IS ABOUT
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAMME?
• To raise the standards in the coaching industry 

• To create exceptional coaches that can coach on the highest levels

• To create clarity and conviction in the lives of those who partake. 

• To provide purpose and direction on the way forward  

WHAT IS THE INTENDED OUTCOME?
• To have your purpose, vision, values and USP all clarified and aligned

• To have a level of proficiency in working with the Iceberg of Personality.

• To be able to work with and shift your own ingrained patterns of 
behaviour, and have had experience in helping facilitate shifts on this 
level with your clients.

• To gain the hours, experience and expertise necessary to enable you  
to go for MCC 



PROGRAMME OUTLINE
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6 WEEKS
2 Peer coaching sessions  
2 Peer OCS assessments   
2 Autobiography assessments  
2 Supervision sessions
Written assignments  

6 WEEKS
2 Peer coaching sessions
2 Peer OCS assessments

2 Autobiography assessments
2 Supervision sessions

Written assignments

6 WEEKS
2 Peer coaching sessions
2 Peer OCS assessments

2 Autobiography assessments
2 Supervision sessions

Written assignments

6 WEEKS
2 Peer coaching sessions 
2 Peer OCS assessments 

2 Supervision sessions
2 Autobiography assessments 

Written assignments 

3 DAYS
Module 1
Getting to the heart of who you are 

3 DAYS
Module 4

Sharing your heart with the world 

3 DAYS
Module 2
Putting your heart into your business 

3 DAYS
Module 3

Coaching with heart 

PRE-TRAINING PREP
Pre-training Assignment
Pre-training Assessments
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THE THREE ASPECTS 
TO THE PROGRAMME

COACHING MASTERY 
To feel empowered to have conversations that lead to self-actualisation. To 
feel comfortable to deliver coaching where you come from the here and 
now, with no agenda but the clients, confident to challenge, or to remain 

silent or to be with emotions. 

SELF-MASTERY 
To be able to relate to things are they are, and to see things as facts not the 
meaning we often unconsciously attribute to things. To consistently come 
from a place of genuineness, unconditional positive regard and unconditional 

acceptance of what is. 

BUSINESS-MASTERY 
To feel empowered to create success with your own coaching practice. 
Leaving with clarity on your purpose, vision and values, your USP and how 

you plan to take things forward in a big way. 



A detailed overview of each course can be found  
on www.starleadership.co.za or contact us for a 
personalised programme to address specific outcomes 
you’d like to achieve.
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COACH TRAINING

SUPERVISION COACHING

INDIVIDUAL MENTORING

EXAM

SELF-AWARENESS
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INCLUDED IN  
THE STAR ADVANCED COACH 
TRAINING PROGRAMME

• 160 Coach training hours
• 1 STAR 360 leadership assessment
• 1 Self-Awareness Assessment 
• Loads of deeply insightful inquiries
• 4 Supervision sessions of 3 hours each
• 4 Observed coaching sessions
• 1 Final performance evaluation

At the end of the programme, there is an exam.  
In order to qualify, the following requirements have to be met:
• 4 Module assignments
• 8 Peer coaching sessions (given)
• 8 Peer coaching sessions (received)
• 4 Observed coaching sessions (received)
• 8 Peer observed coaching sessions (given)
• 4 Supervision sessions (received)
• 1 Final performance evaluation

• Beautifully designed workbook
• Yoga and meditation sessions to start the day
• Venue that provides delicious snacks for the whole day,  

and a hot lunch with salad and desert



WHY THE STAR ADVANCED 
COACH TRAINING PROGRAMME?

We see coaching as one of the most sophisticated skills  
a person could ever learn.

In the truest sense of the word, coaching is not just about learning the skills to 
coach and facilitate a person through a conversation. It is as much about learning to 
implement and embed into your life all the key aspects found in individuals with a 

heightened sense of consciousness, awareness, and self-mastery. 

Higher consciousness conveys the consciousness of an individual who has reached a higher 
level of development and who has come to know reality as it is. It is usually associated with 

exceptional control over one’s mind and will and profound personal growth.

Enlightenment in the context we hold it is nothing but the nature of one’s 
own self being fully realized.  It is about living in a state of wholeness – a state 
in which consciousness and the unconscious work together in harmony. In 
a sense, enlightenment can also be a destructive process. It has nothing to do 
with becoming better or being happier. It is the crumbling away of untruth. It’s 
seeing through the facade of pretence. It’s the complete disillusionment of 
everything we imaged to be true. It’s about relating to life from the here and now.

Self-mastery reflects a special level of proficiency. People with a high level of 
personal mastery can consistently realize the results that matter most deeply to 
them in their lives. They approach life as an artist would approach a work of art, by 
becoming committed to their own lifelong learning. They approach one’s life as a 

creative work, living life from a creative as opposed to a reactive viewpoint. 

They embody a series of practices and principles such as purpose and vision, holding creative 
tension, structural conflict, commitment to truth and using the subconscious. 

The art of coaching is about coming from a place of unconditional acceptance of what is, 
unconditional positive regard, and genuineness (Carl Rogers). In our worldview this is only 

really possible if you can come from that place with yourself. 

To get here you must unlearn what you have been programmed to believe since birth which 
requires you to be able to see on a very real level the invisible instructions running your life 

and from here being able to create and live into commitments that deeply inspire you. 

True transcendence is not about letting go of who you are, but about embracing all that you 
are. Once you awaken, you will have no interest in judging those who sleep (James Blanchard) 

To be happy, you must be your own sunshine (C.E. Jerningham). 

In latest surveys on coaching at large, big organisations now recognize that to gain the ROI 
from coaching, the main requirement is for coaches to be able to work with the ingrained 
patterns of behaviour of their clients (Ridler Report 2013). Again, for this to be possible the 

coach must be able to work with their own ingrained patterns of behaviour. 

This is what the STAR Advanced Coach Training seeks to achieve. 
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Doing the STAR Leadership Advanced Coach Training Programme has impacted me 
both personally and professionally. On a personal level, I have been supported and 
held accountable whilst on my own self-development and personal mastery journey. 
This has resulted in me being able to identify and shift mental and emotional obstacles 
holding me back from achieving my goals. I have deepened my awareness around 
how we as humans work as well as my skills and ability to coach on a deeper level. 
I have also refined and clarified the vision I have for my business and formulated a 

strategy to take me there. Overall, a holistic and incredibly beneficial journey.  
MARY J FOURIE 

The STAR Leadership Advanced Coach Training Programme is a seven-month 
partnering in a thought-provoking and creative process of development growth. 
While my coaching & presentation skills developed, I also began to master key 
personal skills around connection, self- awareness and committing to the journey 
with a unique value proposition. This helped me as a person, as a coach and as a 

businessman to re-align with my authentic self. 

JOHAN PIETERS 

Every module of the STAR Advanced training provided deep insight and personal 
awareness. Putting together the personal puzzle was powerful and once I could see 
what was limiting my progress, I could shift it. Thanks to the intimate group size and 
sanctuary created by the facilitators Heidi and Savannah, I walk out of Module 4 with 

a spring in my step, knowing I have shifted my reality and will continue to do so. 

ASHLEA BARKER  

Doing the STAR Leadership Advanced Coach Training Programme has impacted me 
both personally and professionally. On a personal level, I have been supported and 
held accountable whilst on my own self-development and personal mastery journey. 
This has resulted in me being able to identify and shift mental and emotional obstacles 
holding me back from achieving my goals. I have deepened my awareness around 
how we as humans work as well as my skills and ability to coach on a deeper level. 
I have also refined and clarified the vision I have for my business and formulated a 

strategy to take me there. Overall, a holistic and incredibly beneficial journey.  
WENDY POULTON  

The training has completely shifted my confidence to a deeper level. I was able to be 
honest, vulnerable and open in all areas without judgement. The knowledge I am 
walking away with, tales my coaching and personal life into a space of understanding. 
I am living what I have learnt which is helping me become “me” again. Savannah and 
Heidi worked beautifully together creating a safe space. We laughed & cried. – I felt 

accepted and honoured. Thank you. 

DOMINIQUE BRITS  

The Advanced Coach Training Programme enhanced my self-awareness and supported 
my personal development whilst creating opportunities to further develop my coaching 
skills to a great degree of mastery. It was expertly facilitated by highly knowledgeable 
practitioners and encouraged learning through experiential processes. It is highly 

recommended for anyone who wants to take their coaching to another level.  

CYNTHIA PILLAY   

WHAT OUR 
CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY
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info@starleadership.co.za
083 996 9447 

www.starleadership.co.za 

CONTACT US

Empowering you to create conditions of 
emotional safety, transparency, authenticity 
and responsibility in all areas of your life.


